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Hangars that are to be used primarily for maintenance require a different type of surface than those that are to be used primarily as a showroom. Smooth 
showroom floors like the one that we installed for Air Force One when It was new aren’t typically subjected to scrapes, gouges, dropped tools or harsh chem-
icals. Many of those floors never see a floor jack, chain or tool.

Maintenance hangars on the other hand are constantly being abused. They are typically being subjected to several times as much traffic as the showroom 
parking garage. Most smooth floors have a non-skid added to the finish coat. This non-skid grit can be aluminum oxide, glass beads, silica, crushed walnut 
shells, etc.  It is generally broadcast into the top coat of the resinous system at a rate of one to ten pounds per 1,000 square feet. Therefore, a fifty thousand 
square feet hangar would use 50 to 500 pounds of non  skid. At 50 pounds one would expect to see a particle of grit every quarter inch or so. At 500 pounds 
it would probably be every 1/16” of an inch or so. This non-skid within a relatively short period of time is walked out, kicked out, swept out or scrubbed out. 
And, once it’s gone the floor loses all of it’s non-skid properties and each empty crater (That’s where the non-skid particle used to be) gets filled with dirt 
and appears as a black dot. The result: The only way to put non-skid back into the floor is to recoat it again. You can well imagine that recoating a floor can 
get expensive. Additionally, smooth floors show every scratch and gouge and ding because those damages are on a smooth surface.
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Full aggregate broadcast systems utilize.67 pounds of blended aggregate per square foot for a 1/16” system. The same hangar that used 50 to 500 
pounds of non-skid would use 33,000 pounds of aggregate. The resultant finish (surface) would resemble a deep orange peel. More importantly, however, 
one could expect ten years or more before the surface texture would be worn out. It won’t kick out, sweep out or scrub out. Also, because the system is 
loaded with aggregate, a flexible epoxy can be used as the base coat (receiver coat). This flexible epoxy absorbs shock. Drop a three (3) pound wrench on 
a smooth coating from four (4) feet above the floor and the coating (or the concrete under It) will chip 90% of the time. Drop the same tool onto a broadcast 
floor and it may chip 5% of the time. NO COMPARISON! One more point. Drag a pallet across ANY smooth floor and you’ll create an ugly scratch. Drag 
the same pallet across a broadcast floor and you won’t see the scratch.

Many architects (including USACE) are starting to specify 1/4” troweled epoxy floors instead of straight coating systems. They’ve learned that thin film 
coatings don’t last. The problem is that a 1/4” resurfacer (Even though it’s very heavy duty) is still a relatively smooth surface when it’s Installed. Granted, 
it may take twenty (20) years to wear through the epoxy floor. However, the same surface problems that one would get with a thin coating will also be 
present with a 1/4” troweled floor. Surface gouges, dings, scratches, etc. will jump out at you. Any non-skid In the surface coating will be worn out, kicked 
out, swept out or scrubbed out within a short period of time.

Generally speaking, with resinous floors thicker ls better. This is true 99% of the time. In terms of wear twenty (20} mils will last twice as long as ten (10). 
However, hangars are NOT manufacturing plants that are subjected to constant fork-truck traffic carrying heavy loads. A 65-mlls (1/16”) or 125 mils (1/8”) 
single or double broadcast system will easily yield ten (10) years of wear in a hangar. Should your architect desire a 1/4” troweled epoxy floor simply install 
a broadcast OVER it. It’s called a composite floor or an HRI. It’s the best of both worlds. You’ll never wear through it and it has the right surface texture 
for a maintenance hangar.


